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European Trial Championship, Over 40 and Junior Cup 

at Isola 2000 (France)

Trial riders again on the go in the upcoming weekend. Two days of competitions - counting as number
two and three of the 2018 FIM Europe Trial Championship – that will be held in the wonderful alpine
scenario of Isola 2000, in France.
This small mountain village at 2000 mt of altitude  has already hosted many important events concer-
ning  this sport - the latest was the Trial des Nations in 2016.
The organizers, the Moto Club Grasse, have the fortune to use almost all natural sections, having ne-
arby huge rocks surrounded by pine trees, a very nice picture always appreciated by the spectators.
Isola 2000 is very close to Italian border, reachable through the Colle della Lombarda in Cuneo pro-
vince. It is logic to expect many Italian fans coming to clap Italian riders, who are leading the two most
blazoned classes. 
Matteo Grattarola (Montesa)  must defend his first place in the Europe class, after his dominating win in
Castelloli in the first round. Grattarola is crossing a high performance period, as he leads World Trial 2
and Italian championship but he is just back from a bad race in the last World round in Portugal, where
he gathered only the tenth place. 
His rivals are ready to capitalize any false step he could move on. English Toby Martyn (Montesa), Dan
and Jack Peace (Gas Gas) or Spanish Marcel Gabrielli and Francesc Moret (Montesa), Marc Riba (TRS) or
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Aniol Gelabert (Scorpa) are all valuable contenders.
A confirm of his unarguable skill is expected by Sergio Piardi (Beta), leader in Junior Cup.
But one of the main rivals is French Hugo Dufrese (Gas Gas) who belongs to the local club, so
he will be supported by all local fans. Another strong French rider is Kieran Touly (Sherco) besi-
des the strongest Nordic riders as Swedish Linus Almthen (Gas Gas, in the photo by
Phototrial.it) are anyway ready to fight until the last breath.
In the Over 40 Cup German Markus Kipp (TRS) is defending his leadership by attacks that will be
brought for sure by actual number two in the series, Italian Piero Sembenini (Montesa) and by
number three, Dutch John Van Veelen (Gas Gas).

The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.

About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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